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Monday

Activities



Monday - Spelling and Grammer

Past, present or future?

When you are writing, you can use words that show if the events have 
already happened, are happening now or will happen in the future.
• The past tense is used for things that have already happened.

'He was sticky.'
• The present tense is used when something is happening now or 

when something happens regularly.
'He is sticky.'
• The future tense is used to talk about things that haven't happened 

yet.
'He will be sticky.'

Past Tense: climb- climbed
Present Tense: climb- climbs

Future Tense: climb- will climb

Complete the 

table by writing 

the missing 

tenses.



Monday - Reading



Monday - Reading



Monday - Writing

Week 9 – Monday Informative Writing
Access pre-recorded lesson or read the information below.
Learning goal: We are learning how to use a fact file to write an Informative text.

Read through the fact file on Sydney and Brisbane:



Monday - Writing

Read through this WAGOLL (What A Good One Looks Like) of an Informative Text: 



Monday - Writing

Read through this WAGOLL (What A Good One Looks Like) of an Informative Text: 



Monday - Writing



Monday– Maths

This lesson will be pre-recorded and uploaded on Seesaw. Watch the video 
for additional explanations and examples.

Problem a Day:
Are there more flowers in one garden than the other? Lily has five rows of 
flowers with nine in each row. Violet has nine rows of flowers with six in each 
row.

Learning Intentions:
• We are learning to name and recognise 3D objects.

Success Criteria:
• I can name 3D objects and describe their properties.

• Activities:
Warm up- Watch the video ‘3D Shapes Song’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnZYK83utu0

Brainstorm what you already know about 3D objects. Think- what 
objects do you know the name of, do you know any properties of 3D 
objects?

3D Objects

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnZYK83utu0


Monday– Maths

3D objects have 3 dimensions - length, width and breadth. Look at the below 
posters to see the properties of prisms and pyramids. 

Look at some of the common 3D objects. Can you identify how many faces, 
vertices and edges they have?

What do you notice is different about spheres, cylinders and cones?



Monday– Maths

Look at the different 3D objects and fill out the below sheet.
What do you notice is different about spheres, cylinders and cones?



Learning Intension
• To be able to describe and 

differentiate between 

Tension & the Elastic Spring 

forces.

• To explore the Spring Force 

through experimentation.

Success Criteria
• I can describe the Tension & 

the Elastic Spring forces and 

understand their difference.

• I have developed a first hand 

understanding of the Spring 

Force through 

experimentation.

What is Tension?
Tension is a reaction force applied by a stretched string (rope or a similar object) on the objects 

which stretch it. The direction of the force of tension is parallel to the string, towards the 

string.

Tension exists also inside the string itself: if the string is made up of two parts, tension is the 

force which the two parts of the string apply on each other. The amount of tension in the 

string determines whether it will break, as well as its vibrational properties, which are used 

in musical instruments.
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Video Link – Google Drive

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RIT8Z2yYUoP
fDDVrnz0mfp5VoG9RZ4OB/view?usp=sharing

https://youtu.be/iWgbhbwwbPk

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RIT8Z2yYUoPfDDVrnz0mfp5VoG9RZ4OB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RIT8Z2yYUoPfDDVrnz0mfp5VoG9RZ4OB/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/iWgbhbwwbPk


What is the Elastic Spring 
Force?

● Something that is elastic can be stretched or deformed (changed) and returned to its original 

form, like a rubber band. It tries to come back to its first shape. The stress is the force 

applied; the strain is how much the shape is changed.

● The spring force is the force exerted by a compressed or stretched spring upon any object 

that is attached to it. An object that compresses or stretches a spring is always acted upon by 

a force that restores the object to its rest or equilibrium position. For most springs 

(specifically, for those that are said to obey "Hooke's Law"), the magnitude of the force is 

directly proportional to the amount of stretch or compression of the spring.
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Video Link – Google Drive

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14KvC5z2Xl4eVYvRAW77UA
NQrg-1i0U3V/view?usp=sharing

Video Link – YouTube

Experimenting with the Elastic 
Spring Force?

● In this experiment we are going to develop a hands-on understanding of the elastic spring 

force and tension.

● In the next few slides we will create and test an 

experiment to test the Elastic Spring force. 

● Details can also be found at this link below. 

● Remember as the Mythbusters say -

“The difference between mucking around and Science is writing down your results” - So 

make sure you record your findings.
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https://buggyandbuddy.com/stem-
activity-for-kids-popsicle-stick-
catapults/

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14KvC5z2Xl4eVYvRAW77UANQrg-1i0U3V/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14KvC5z2Xl4eVYvRAW77UANQrg-1i0U3V/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/JhmuS9MYVjY
https://buggyandbuddy.com/stem-activity-for-kids-popsicle-stick-catapults/
https://buggyandbuddy.com/stem-activity-for-kids-popsicle-stick-catapults/


Experimenting with the Elastic Spring 
Force?

Materials

● 6-12 Paddle Pop / Popsicle Sticks

● 6-10 Rubber bands

● 1 Small plastic / reusable spoon

● 1 small pom pom or light weight object

● Optional: Paint

Method

1. Make a stack of paddle pop sticks with at least 4 sticks and rubber band them together on each 

end.

2. Take two paddle pop sticks and stack them together. Rubber band them together on just one end.

3. Pull the two paddle pop sticks slightly apart and place the larger stack of paddle pop sticks in 

between them.
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Add a photo or drawing of your first design. 

Make sure you label your design.



Experimenting with the Elastic Spring 
Force?

Testing

● You will need to test the catapult 3-5 times, measuring and recording the distance the pom pom

travelled each time. 

● Measure the distance from the catapult to the pom pom with a ruler.

● Record each distance in the table on the results slide. Find the average if you can.

● Next you need to modify your catapult in some way. This may be by adding or taking away paddle 

pop sticks from your stack, by adding more rubber bands or any other way you can think of.

● Then you need test the catapult 3-5 times again, measuring and recording the distance the pom 

pom travelled each time once again. 

● Finally you need to make a conclusion or observation to what was the difference if there was one 

between the two designs and why you think that it occurred. 
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Add a photo or drawing of your modified design. 

Make sure you label your design.



Results

● Original Design Average = ______________

● Modified Design Average = ______________

21

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

Experimenting with the Elastic Spring 
Force?

Conclusion / Observations

● Write a statement regarding what was the difference if there was one between the two designs and why 

you think that it occurred. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________

Reflection

Did you enjoy this STEM Exploration? Why? 

What challenges did you have? 

How did you overcome challenges?
21



Tuesday

Activities



Tuesday- Spelling and Grammer

Past, present or future?

When you are writing, you can use words that show if the events have 
already happened, are happening now or will happen in the future.
• The past tense is used for things that have already happened.

'He was sticky.'
• The present tense is used when something is happening now or 

when something happens regularly.
'He is sticky.'
• The future tense is used to talk about things that haven't happened 

yet.
'He will be sticky.'

Can you identify the past, present and future tenses of the verbs in this 
paragraph?

• Write each past tense verb in red.
• Write each present tense verb in blue.

• Write each future tense verb in green.



Tuesday- Reading



Tuesday- Writing



Tuesday– Maths

This lesson will be pre-recorded and uploaded on Seesaw. Watch the video 
for additional explanations and examples.

Problem a Day:
Photo reprints are 24 for $12. How many reprints do you think Jane got done 
if she spent $24?

Learning Intentions:
• We are learning to name and recognise 3D objects.

Success Criteria:
• I can name 3D objects and describe their properties.

• Activities:
Yesterday we began looking at 3D objects. Remember they have 3 dimensions
- length, width and breadth. Look at the below posters to see the properties
of prisms and pyramids.



Tuesday– Maths

Today you are going to go on a treasure hunt!

Walk around your house, school, classroom and find different
examples of 3D objects.
Take photos of the different 3D objects and upload them to Seesaw.
Remember to think about the different properties of 3D shapes.
• Cube
• TriangularPrism
• Sphere
• Cone
• Cylinder
• Pyramid

Are there other 3D objects you can find around you? Take a photo 
and write down what type of 3D object they are.



Tuesday – Geography



Tuesday – Geography



Tuesday – Geography



Tuesday – Geography



Tuesday – Geography



Wednesday

Activities



Spelling Rule: For words ending in a silent e, drop the e before 
adding y Eg - scare, scary.

Wednesday- Spelling and Grammer

Spelling Rule: 

For words ending in a silent e, drop the e before adding y Eg - scare, scary.



Spelling Rule: For words ending in a silent e, drop the e before 
adding y Eg - scare, scary.

Wednesday- Reading



Wednesday – Writing

Week 9 – Wednesday Informative Writing
Access pre-recorded lesson or read the information below.
Learning goal: We are researching about a special place in Australia.

Listen and watch carefully to the recorded lesson on how a fact file is used when we are 
researching our topic for our informative text.

Teacher's example: Researching one category of my chosen topic.



Wednesday – Writing



Wednesday– Maths

This lesson will be pre-recorded and uploaded on Seesaw. Watch the video 
for additional explanations and examples.

Problem a Day:
Did one person earn more than another? Alice worked for 5 hours and was 
paid $4 per hour. Declan worked for 4 hours and was paid $5 per hour.

Learning Intentions:
• We are making different 3D objects using concrete materials.

Success Criteria:
• I can use concrete materials to construct 3D objects.

Activities:
This week we have been looking at different 3D objects. Yesterday we went on
a hunt to find different 3D objects around our houses.
Today, we are going to make different 3D objects!

Think about the different properties of 3D objects- faces, edges, vertices,
curved surfaces etc. Think about how you can create different 3D objects and
what materials you might need.

Using the different objects you have at home, have a go at making different
3D objects, and share photos to Seesaw. You could use Playdoh, bluetac and
toothpicks, lego, whatever you have. Get creative!

Watch my video examples on Seesaw, and then have a go at making your own
3D objects. Remember to take photos of your creations and share them
online.

Watch the following video and learn how to draw 3D objects. Share your
drawings on Seesaw.



Wednesday – PD/H

Week 9 – Mindfulness
Watch the Mind Yeti video ‘You’re your Yeti Body’: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge8CqeffVaw&list=PLiaUKiwbiHMQDQLCX
oPaMMYotldKlUQCw&index=5

Activity:
1. Draw a picture of you in your Yeti Body. Make sure to include the
string pulling up from above you and your feet on the floor.
2. Explain more about your drawing and how it felt when you were in
your Yeti Body.

Getting into your Yeti Body can help you feel more focused and readier for your 
day. Watch the video to learn all about what your Yeti Body should look like and 
how to practice finding it.

Think: Were you able to find your Yeti Body? How did your body move or 
change when you imagined the string pulling on you? How does your Yeti Body 
make you feel?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ge8CqeffVaw&list=PLiaUKiwbiHMQDQLCXoPaMMYotldKlUQCw&index=5


Thursday

Activities



Spelling Rule: For words ending in a silent e, drop the e before 
adding y Eg - scare, scary.

Thursday- Spelling and Grammer



Spelling Rule: For words ending in a silent e, drop the e before 
adding y Eg - scare, scary.

Thursday- Reading

Read through the following passage on spring. Once you have read through
the passage once, reread again edit ing the passage to fix up spelling,
punctuation and grammar.

spring is a inportant season on earth. Spring is known as a time of reberth and

growth Spring is an very unique time of year

Spring occur between the transit ions of Winter to summer. The months of spring are

september, october and may.

The t ilt of earth toward the Sun causes Spring to begin by warming up the southern

Hemisphere of Earth while the notthern Hemisphere begin their Autumn season.

With spring’s warmer whether, plants and animals change as well. hibernating

animals like snakes begun to woke up from their warm shelters. Animals that built up

warm fer for Winter, now shed to prepar for the warmer months head. Birds make

there trip back to they’re southern homes Animals tend to produce offspring in the

warmer months of Spring. Plants begin to bud and sprot bring beutiful flowers.

Usually the first spring flowers are typically daffodils dandelions lilies tulips, and lilacs.

The trees begin to grow green leafes and cre ate shade underneath there larg

limbs. spring is truly an time of growth



Thursday – Writing



Thursday– Maths

This lesson will be pre-recorded and uploaded on Seesaw. Watch the video 
for additional explanations and examples.

Problem a Day:

Learning Intentions:
•We are learning about the different types of angles
•We are recognising angles our environment around us.

Success Criteria:
•I can recognise and name common angles.
•I can identify the properties of common angles

Activities:
There are different types of lines. Perpendicular lines are two lines that
intersect each other at 90°. Parallel lines are lines that never meet or
intersect. They remain the same distance apart.
Can you think of different examples of perpendicular or parallel lines? Look at
the following images and label them as either perpendicular or parallel.

Explain why they are perpendicular or parallel lines. Some photos may have
examples of both!



Thursday– Maths



Thursday– Maths

Draw examples of parallel and perpendicular lines. Make sure you use a
ruler and label your lines. Share an image onto Seesaw.

Think of some other examples of objects that have parallel or perpendicular
lines and add them to the table.

Parallel Lines Perpendicular Lines



Thursday – Creative Arts
Monochromatic Art

The term monochrome comes from the Ancient Greek:

μονόχρωμος, romanized: monochromos, lit. 'having one

colour'. A monochromatic object or image reflects colours

in shades of limited colours or hues.

What is monochrome art?

Mono means one and chrome means colour, so 

monochrome art is art that is created using just 

one colour.

Vincent Van Gogh (1853-1890)

He started painting flower still lifes to experiment 

with colour. There are five versions of his 

Sunflowers (1888) artworks which can be found in 

museums around the world. He also painted two 

other versions. One is in in a private collection and 

another was lost during World War II.

Van Gogh is one of the most 

famous artists in the world.

He began his artist journey 

using just drawings in black 

and white. He believed 

mastery of this discipline to 

be essential before working 

with colour. 

The large Van Gogh artworks 

on this page are almost 

monochromatic. What effect 

does this use of colour have?



Thursday – Creative Arts
Monochromatic Art

https://qrgo.page.link/DDyiK
Scan or use the URL to watch a video about Van Gogh’s life and 
artworks. Read the questions below before you watch. Listen 
carefully and record your answers below:

1. What 3 jobs did Van Gogh have before becoming an artist? 
Where were those jobs?

2. What was Van Gogh’s first true artwork? What did critics think 
of it?

3. What plans did Van Gogh have for his yellow house? 

4. Pause the video on an artwork that you like. What is it? Why do 
you like it?

5. Pause the video on an artwork that you don’t like. What is it? 
Why don’t you like it?

6. “What are you good at?”



Thursday – Creative Arts
Monochromatic Art

Grisaille, is a type 

of monochrome 

painting done 

completely in 

grays, coming 

from the French 

(and Latin and 

Spanish) term for 

gray.

Carpenter, 1880

Woman Mourning, 1882

Van Gogh’s entire 

artistic career was in 

the last 10 years of his 

short life. For the first 

two years he did 

nothing but struggle 

to teach himself to 

draw. The impressive 

improvements he 

made can be seen in 

these two drawings.



Friday

Activities



Spelling Rule: Fo

Friday - Spelling and Grammer



Spelling Rule: Fo

Friday - Reading



Spelling Rule: Fo

Friday - Reading



Friday – Writing

Week 9 – Friday Informative Writing
Access pre-recorded lesson or read the information below.
Learning goal: We are researching about a special place in Australia.

Listen and watch carefully to the recorded lesson on how a fact file is used when we are 
researching our topic for our informative text.

Teacher's example: Researching the last two categories of my chosen 
topic.



Friday– Maths

This lesson will be pre-recorded and uploaded on Seesaw. Watch the video 
for additional explanations and examples.

Problem a Day:

Learning Intentions:
•We are learning about the different types of angles
•We are recognising angles our environment around us.

Success Criteria:
•I can recognise and name common angles.
•I can identify the properties of common angles

Activities:
Today we are going to look at different angles. Angles are classified according
to their size.



Friday– Maths

Acute angles have an angle sum of 0°-89° and obtuse angles have an angle 
sum of 91° to 179°. This means they have more or less than 90°, however 
right angles have an angle sum of exactly 90°. 

We can test whether an angle is greater or less than 90° by using the corner of 
a piece of paper. The corner of a piece of paper has two perpendicular lines 
meeting, which means it is a right angle. 

Find objects around your house or classroom that have different angles- acute 
angle, right angle or obtuse angle. Take photos and share to Seesaw. 

Fill out the following table, showing objects that have angles less than 90°, 
more than 90° and exactly 90°.

More than 90° Exactly 90° Less than 90°


